TO ALL BIDDERS:

RE: CLARIFICATION TO RFP(s) NO:

KNH/RFP/02/2020-2021- REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT.
KNH/RFP/03/2020-2021- REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY AUDIT
KNH/RFP/04/2020-2021 - REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT AUDIT

Pursuant to section ii on clarification and amendment of RFP documents (page 8 of the RFP document), the Hospital wishes to make the following amendments/clarifications as indicated here below.

KNH/RFP/02/2020-2021- REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT.

1. Clause reference 1.3 (page 16 of the RFP document) refers to the assignment being requested for, “Proposal for Provision of Consultancy Services for Environmental audit.”

2. On Terms of Reference (TOR) (page 40 of the RFP documents) “Item 1. The Environmental audit will cover all areas of the hospital and approx. 1278 (No) Units of the residential areas/Staff Houses”

KNH/RFP/03/2020-2021- REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY AUDIT

1. Clause reference 1.3 (page 16 of the RFP document) refers to the assignment being requested for “Proposal for Provision of Health and Safety audit.”

KNH/RFP/04/2020-2021 - REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT AUDIT

1. Clause reference 1.3 (page 16 of the RFP document) refers to the assignment being requested for “Proposal for Provision of Consultancy for Fire and safety audit.”

2. On Terms of Reference (page 40 of the RFP documents) “Item 1. The Fire audit will cover all areas of the hospital and approx. 1278 Units of the residential areas/Staff Houses.”
Please note that the tender closing/opening date remains as earlier communicated on 28th May, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.

Rose M. Njoroge (Mrs.)

FOR: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER